
John Kersting 
 

Please pass the Clean Vehicles Program and modify the General Regulations for Air Pollution
Sources as a starting point for the benefit of our state, nation and world community.

My family- particularly my deceased mother, all my friends, and a majority in our community of
Olympia- particularly the progressive subcommunities- such as TESC, the Procession of the
Species and JustUs Productions as President producing community benefits for charities and
disaster relief......all emphatically support the long, long overdue elimination of the use of all fossil
fuels.

Since our family's then Wisconsin Senator Gaylord Nelson declared the first Earth Day inspired by
Rachel Carson's clarion call to action in "Silent Spring" so far and now, 60 years later, the demand
for governmental action has gone almost completely unheeded. This is due to the overt power of the
rich and powerful interests that are watching our world-wide environmental suicidal spiral with not
a damned care- even for their own children's likely future. Senator Joe Manchin acts should be
considered criminal and the wildfires of California bring to mind the biblical warning "God said a
fire, not a flood next time."

In any direction you look, economic stabilization, healthy air, water, lands, making honest and
progressive decisions and our very survival demand these what I and the aforementioned groups of
people call BABY STEPS. Again, it is 60 years overdue to take immediate action to disempower
the energy, health and employment stranglehold of corporate criminals and force our government to
serve the best interests of people and not corporate consolidation, profit and exploitation.

Again, please pass the Clean Vehicles Program and modify the General Regulations for Air
Pollution Sources as a starting point for the benefit of our state, nation and world community.

Thank you, John Kersting MIT President JustUs Productions- Benefit Community Events for 40
years.


